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■ ■ A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL PROJECTS IN

' TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN AFRICA

1.. . Technical assistance activities in Africa cont_V.ue to have a high,-,

pripr;Lty in the UNTA programme. The total cost of projects for whioh the

United Nations is responsible under the Expanded Programme amounted to

$633,699 in I960. $$32,365 in 1961 and ,$1,009,000 in 1962. The volume of

assistance provided under the United Nations Regular Programme in 1962 has

quadrupled since 1961 and increased sevenfold since i960. While the total

project costs under the Regular Programme were $455j968 in I960, 1961 costs

amounted to $832,265 and 1962 costs to B,083>700. The above figures in

clude the country projects as well as regional projects. The total number

of experts serving in Africa under the Expanded and Regular Programmes

during 196I v;as 31, 140 in 1961 and 313 ir_ 1962. The total number of fellow

ships awarded to African countries was 29, in I960, 88 in I96I and 231 in

1962.

■ 2. .In conformity with the recommendations of the Commission that priority

should be given to the development of industry, transport and natural re

sources, efforts have "been concentrated on the building up and the strengthen

ing of the professional staff in those fields in the secretariat of ECA in

order to assume responsibility for prov. ling advisory services to governments

and for formulating and implementing technical assistance projects.

3. During.the thirty—fourth, session of the Economic and Social Council,

.helcL in Juno, in Geneva, the Officer-in-Charge of ECA together with the

,,. Ebcecut.p.ve SocretariGs .of the ether regional commissions had consultations

. With the. newly. appointed. ■Comrr.issioner for Industrial Development on the

subject of regional .requirements for the strengthening of advisory services.

Following these consultation^ tfye Commissioner.submitted to the Economic

and Social Council a momorandum , supplementing the Secretary-General's

report—* on Hsadquarfcera1 requirements for such strengthening.

l/ E/J656, Add.l

2/ E/3656.
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4. The present structure, of the Division for Industry, Transport and

Natural Resources of the ECA secretariat consists of three sections dealing

with the three "branches of activity respectively. In addition to the re

gular staff and short-term consultants, additional posts for five regional

advisers^ to be appointed from technical assistance funds, will "be provided

for 1963. These posts cover natural resources, cartography, mining, trans

port and industry. The regional cartographic adviser, a former Chief of the

Cartographic Section at Headquarters, has already arrived in Addis Ababa

and taken up his functions with ECA.

5. A small unit is being set up within the Industrial Section to deal

with certain aspects of housing, physical planning and buildingj such as

building materials, construction and the development of long—term housing

policies in African countries. The Unit will also be responsible for pro

blems of town planning, and urbanization. The housing, physical planning

and building unit will be staffed early next year by four members: an architect,

a housing economist, a civil engineer and a town planner. In addition, two

regional advisers in housing will be appointed shortly under the technical

assistance programme.

6. In the process of implementing the resolutions adopted "by the General

Assembly on the decentralization of the United Nations economic and technical

assistance activities,—' the secretariat of ECA has been in constant consulta

tion with Headquarters with a view to deciding the practical steps to be taken

towards their implementation. In his report to the seventeenth session of

the General Assembly,-' the Secretary-General stated his views on decentral

ization as the perspective of the global strengthening of the Organization's

economic and social activities, a conception which precludes approaching the

task as a one-time operation and implies that it should be treated as a con

tinuing process. The division of labour between Headquarters and the regional

secretariats should be guided by the principle that, whenever a regional

secretariat is better equipped to execute a project, it should be given the

responsibility of doing so. In the progress made so far, a great number of

1/ Resolution 1518 (XT); resolution 1709 (XVI).

2/ A/5916.
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regional projects have been decentralized to be administered by the secretariat

of EGA- This includes not only the planning and initiation of the projects,

but also the administrative and financial authority for their implementation.

Following is a brief account of the activities undertaken during 1961-1962

in connexion with the regional and inter-regional projects as well as country

projects in the field of industry, transport and natural resources.

Regional and Intern-Regional Projects

7. During 1962, a meeting of hydrologists of the Niger riparian countries

was held in Segou, Mali. Following this meeting, the Governments of Dahomey,

Mali, Niger and Nigeria requested an expert investigation of the consequence

which either the present or contemplated project might have on the regime

of the Niger River.' The project, involving three experts for a period of

eight months, is now being implemented on a contract basis by the Italian

firm, Italconsult. Following a request from the Governments of Guinea,' Mali,

Mauritania and Senegal, a mission of experts was sent to make a survey of

the Senegal River basin with a view to its development and to make appropriate

proposals concerning the work to be undertaken in the basin and the establish

ment of an international technical commission of the Senegal River. The

mission was composed of technicians from Sekdquarters and the secretariat

of ECA arid started its work in October 1962. It is expected to complete its

assignment by February 1963.

8. A United Nations seminar on the techniques of petroleum development took

place in January/February 1962 in New York. This concentrated training course

was designed to provide high-ranking government administrators with baok-

ground information on technical as well as operational and legal aspects of

the petroleum industry from exploration to final utilization. Out of* 28

aotual participants, six came from African countries, namely, Ivory Coast,

Libya, Madagascar,,Morocco.(2 participants) and the United Arab Republic*

A study tour in iron and steel was also planned for 16 participants fl?6to

countries in. Africa, Asia, the Middle East;> the Far East and. Latin America.

The participants met in Moscow in August 1962 to observe up-to-date technical

processes in steel production in Romania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland,

Sweden.and the Uj3_SB for approximately six weeks. . Of the 16 participants,
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four were from African countries, namely, Ghana, Morocco, Tunisia and'the

United Arab Republic. In the field of surveying and mapping a Headquarters

staff member visited the Congo (Brazzaville), Cameroun, Ivory Coast, Madagascar

and Mali at the Governments' request to help them define their needs and pre

pare ;their programme of technical assistance in the field of cartography and

photogrammetry. '

9. Among the projects undertaken in the- field of■ housing-was a workshop

. on low-cost housing and related community facilities, which took place in

October 1961. During 1962, ECA secretariat was in close collaboration with

the Ethio-Swedish Institute of Building Technology, Addis Ababa. Plans have

been made to detail one of the regional housing advisers to assist the In

stitute in setting up a self-help housing training centre. The secretariat

is also exploring, with the help of the Institutes the possibility.of organ

izing in Addis Ababa a housing exhibition by the end of 1963.; Pursuant to

Commission resolution 53 (IV), a meeting of experts in housing.problems in

Africa will be convened in January 1963. In this connexion, two staff members

; one from Headquarters and one from the ECA secretariat visited respectively

a number of English-speaking and French-speaking countries to.survey*their

programmes on low-cost housing. Their findings, contained in a report

entitled "Survey of Self-Help Housing in Africa", will be submitted to that

meeting.

10. With the strengthening of the professional staff of ECA secretariat,

active preparation is under way for the implementation of the work programme

for 1963. Following are the principal regional projects included in the

1963-1964 technical assistance programme (Expanded and Regular Programme).

11. In compliance with Commission resolution 33 (ill), it is proposed to

hold a conference on Africa's energey problems in Addis Ababa in the spring

- of 1963. The purpose of the conference will be the systematic development

and utilization of Africa's energy resources. It is proposed to hold seminar

on groundwater development"(EOA work programme 13-05) in North Africa in late

1963 or early 1964. Its object will be to study means of exploiting ground

water resources for the daily needs of human beings and livestock as well

, as for various needs in economic development. A regional cartographic *
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conference (EGA work programme 13-06) is scheduled to meet in Nairobi 1-13

July 1963 to review cartographic activities in Africa, make proposals for

developing cartographic surveys and organize co-operation in the field of

cartography among African countries.

12. A seminar on industrial estates (ECA work programme 11-10) is proposed

for I964. The object of this seminar will be to consider the use of industrial

estates as an instrument for encouraging industrialization and to influence

location of industrial plants in order to avoid over-concentration in urban

areas. Finally, in accordance with the EGA work programme,12-4)7, a seminar

for junior African port and harbour officials is being planned for 1.96,4.

This will be a follow—up of the three previous seminars on ports and shipping.

The'first one for port;and harbour officials, from.Arab States was held in

Copenhagen in 1959. The second took place in 1962 and was an interregional

activity for senior officials from Afrioa, Asia anqi-Latin America. A third

one, also an inter—regional seminar, is scheduled to be held in Copenhagen

in 1963.

iCountry Programmes ,.

13. During 1961-1962 assistance to individual countries continued to expand,

particularly in the fields of natural resources, transport and industry;

While most of the country projects are administered by Headquarters^ ECA

secretariat has participated in the planning of cotintry programmes and the

formulation and implementation of projects, providing Headquarters with in

creasing substantive support.

Natural Resouroes

14. A general;characteristic in the country programmes in I96I-I962 has

been the emphasis on the development of natural resources. The Government

of the. Congo .(Brazzaville), for example) has requested the services of three

geologists to undertake an inventory of mineral resources of the country.

As a preliminary step to implementing the request, the United Nations sent

to Brazzaville a mining engineer to carry out a short survey and to discuss

with the;Government, details of the functions of the.experts requested. A

water resources expert also visited the country to assist in the preparation
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i at ^Special'Fund: projiot aimed at the development of,the Hiari valley. In

• Gabon two->mining:ge0l<igists advised on a long~t9f^programme^or geological

and mining exploration. Assistance, was also .provided to »e,Government in the

preparation of a Special Fund request relating tothe transport of iron ore

ntine. products from the Mekambo region. The preparation involved the services

of b* economist and an adviser in economic financial policy. In the Ivory

"poast, two important projects are being carried out with the assistance of

the United Nations, the first of which relates tc the construction of earth

.'dams at the Bandama valley, for which preliminary studies have been initiated

and a location selected. . Under the second project a provision of 0120,000

. has fa*« w&e to finance the cost of the equipment for a geological labora

tory (half" to. be financed from the Regular Programme and the other half from

the TAB Chairman's Working Capital and Reserve Fund); an analytical; chemist

'.:.is being-appointed to define specifications of the equipment requested, to

.advise on installation and to organize a training programme|or technical

staff. :

15. In Madagascar, a mining geologist has been advising the Government since

September I96l on prospection and operation of ore deposite-wltb-particular

"emphasis on alluvial gold. ^addition, a mining engineer-and a hydrolcgxst

■are now'on an exploratory mission to assist in the preparation of areouest

'for a Special Fund project concerning underground water and mines in southern

Madagascar. The Government of Mali has requested that a team :of five experts

: be attached to the Ministry of RAlic Works, namely a power advisery a hydro-

geologist, an underground water expert, a cartographer and .arphotogrammetnst,

An underground water expert, who was already in the field in I96l, completed

his assignment in 19.6? and recommended a work programme to be undertaken by

- the new expert in hydrology to be recruited. In the meantime, the Chief of

' the Cartographic Section, Headquarters, visited Bamako and discussed with

the Government the needs of the cartographic' department of the Ministry of

. ' >ublic lories... At the request of the. Government of Morocco a petroleum

" '"geologist was appointed in May 1962 to assist in petroleum prospecting and

exploitation. In. Niger a mining geologist completed a comprehensive survey

■ of. mineral resources. , The expert also assisted in the preparation of a .
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pr.ogpam.ne for. systematic prospection and advised on a possible re-organiza

tion of the Mining Service.. A.-power economist and a hydroelectric engineer

completed the field part of a joint assignment and made recommendations

covering the best hydroelectric sites on the west of the Niger River.. In

Nigeria, as a result of the findings of a hydrogeologist, the Eastern He.-j.ion

Government is considering the employment of a private contractor to drill

experimental bore holes to ascertain the availability of underground water

in a cross river plain. If the experimental drillings indicate a significant

result, a request may be made to the Special Fund for a large-scale drilling

programme.

16. In Senegal two United Nations experts assisted the Government in the

preparation of a Sepcial Fund request for a survey of mineral resources.

Since 1959 expert assistance has been given to the Government of the Sudan

in the training of technicians in the survey department. Training courses

cover practical and theoretical instructions in all aspects of photogrammetry

and also on the latest method of air surveying. The Government of Togo, on

the basis of a survey made by a United Nations expert, submitted a request

to the Special Fund for assistance in the development of ground water and

mineral resources. Following the acceptance in 1962 of the request by the

Special Fund, a Headquarters staff member went to Lome to assist in the

completion of the plan of operation. In the meantime, the Special Fund made

a pre-allocation for the appointment of a project manager. In Tunisia a

geological survey expert has been in the field since November I960 advising

the Government on its surveys of phosphate deposits and of the expansion of

iron-ore mining in northern Tunisia. Two additional experts respectively

in the fields of mercury metallurgy and clay deposits are under recruitment.

In the United Arab Republic,an expert assisted the Government in preliminary

studies of beach erosion and in surveys for the possible construction of a

new port at Damieta. The Government of Upper Volta completed a five-year

plan for the development of hydraulic infrastructure. Within the framework

of this plan, the services of a hydrogeologist have been employed to assist

in an inventory of water resources and the development of a central card

index system for water points. A geologist made a comprehensive geological
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survey, completed a geological map and submitted a five-year plan of geological

for I963-I967. -The project includes provision "for equipment for

prdspection and a mirieralogitjal laboratory. ■ In connexion with this

'research plan, a:Headquarters staff■member also advised on the draft' plan

■of operation for a request to the Special Fund for assistance in mineral pro-

spection. Finally, a mining engineer arrived in the field in April '1962 to

advise on the re-organization and expansion of the Mining Division of the

Directorate of Geology and Mines.

Surveying and Mapping

17. Technical assistance in the field of surveying and mapping has been very

active in 1961-1962. It has included assistance in setting up national

cartographic services or in the strengthening of existing services', assist

ance in carrying out cartographic work or projects, assistance in training

local technicians and studies for the introduction of new techniques. In

Cameroun, a cartographer-geographer was appointed in January 1961 to work

with the "Institut de Becherche Scientifique du Cameroun'1 assisting in the

preparation of drafts of maps"on different themes for a national atlas as

well as for regional atlases in connexion with plans for regional development.

The expert also trained draftsmen-cartographers. In 1962, the Chief of the

Headquarters Cartographic Section visited Congo (Brazzaville) on two occasions,

and a topographer and a cadastral engineer were subsequently appointed. The

experts assisted the Topographic and Cadastral Service in the establishment

of topographic and cartographic documents aimed at th.e execution of cadastral

plans and at the application of the land legislation. Both experts conducted

a training programme for technical personnel. In Somalia a team of three

experts, consisting of a senior cartographer,'a photogrammetrist and a topo

grapher, has been in the field since 19"ol to advise the National Cartographic

Office which was established to meet the needs of various development pro

jects of the oountry for basic cartographic data and the related surveying

and mapping work. The project also included a provision for equipment for

the photogrammetric unit and for the ground survey unit. Assistance to the

Sudan in photogrammetry began in 1959 and, with one interruption in 1961,

because of recruitment difficulties, is beintc continued. The experts con

ducted training courses for officials of the survey department in all aspects
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of programmetry, in particular aerial triangulation andbridging and the

latest method of air surveying.

Industry

18. An industrial economist completed a one-year assignment in 1962 in

Ghana and advised the Ministry of Industries on economic problems of industr

ialization in connexion with the implementation of Ghana's second develop

ment plan. In.Morocco, an expert has been advising,the Government on a

Special Fund request for the establishment of an institute of educational

planning in textiles and leather. On the approval of this request by the

Special Fund, the expert, at the request of the Government, was transferred

to the project now administered by ILO, the Executing Agency. A second ex

pert on industrialization has been in the field since March 1961. A further

request for an expert in industrial planning and in the creation of new

industries is in the process of implementation; the.latter expert is expected

to assist the Government in the development of.industries within the frame

work of the five-year development plan.. In Niger, an industrial planning

expert is currently advising the Government on its general industrial policy,

notably on suitable types of industries that could be started or expanded

in view of the markets and resources of the country. The expert also advised

on a specific project contemplated by the Government which could result in

further assistance from the United Nations. A salt production'expert advised

the Government of the Sudan on salt production from sea water and conducted

training of personnel in the various aspects of salt manufacture and techno

logy.

19. Assistance has been provided to the United Arab Republic in the field

of cost accounting in industries. Four experts have been assigned for

periods varying from six months to two years to assist the various industries

which come under the. supervision, of the Government in the layout and instal

lation of forecasting, budgeting and standard cost accounting systems. The

experts also conducted training courses and are in the process of establish

ing pilot projects for training purposes. In the field of metallurgy, an

expert is assisting in the investigation of methods for the separation of

minerals contained in black sand, mainly ilmenite.
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Transport and Communications

20. The Government of Ghana established a planning.commission..to.prepare

a new comprehensive development plan which is to come into effect in mid-

1963. In addition to a financial economist and a housing expertj" 'a transport

and communications experfwas requested to participate in the commission

work and to advise in particular on developments required in the field of

transport, notably the system of trunk" and feeder1 roads and of railroads

and on the rationalization of the road transport system. The recruitment

of these experts is under way. The Government of the Ivory Coast requested

the services of an expert in railway construction to make a preliminary sur

vey with a view to modernizing the Dimbokro-Tafire section (300 kilometres)

of the Abidjan-Niger railroad. The expert completed his assignment in

August 1962 and made recommendations on the nature and volume of assistance

required to carry out the project. The United Arab Hepublic requested under

the 1961-1962 programme a team of fifteen experts in various fields of trans

port and communications. This project constitutes a major part of the techn

ical assistance programme for the UAH. It covers policy, planning, mechan

ical fields of railways, highways and inland va-fcerwsys* Experts in ship

yard design and shipbuilding berths will arrive soon in the Country. Experts

in other fields are being recruited.

Special Fund Projects

21. Special Fund activities in Africa continue to gain significance. Of

the total 65 projects approved since 1959 for Africa, 6 were approved in 1959,

19 in I960, 13 in 1961 and 27 in 1962. The total cost of the 65 projects
l/

amounts to $54,297,100.-' Among the 65 approved projects, 25 deal with the

development of industries and natural resources.

l/ SF/3eports Series A, No. 26, 31 October 1962s Status of Projects approved
by the Governing Council, May 1959 - May 1962.

SF/t.62: Annual Report of the Managing Director of the Special Fund, for
1961.

i«.63i The, implementation of the Programmes approved by the Governing
Council at its second through seventh sessions, Report of the Managing
Director.

SP/L.63j Add.Is - Part II - Progress of individual projects under
execution.
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22, The Special Fund is distinguished from the.Expanded Programme by,two

factors. First,- the resources of. the Special Fund are wholly-devoted to

assisting,in. pre-investment activities and in the financing of resources

surveys, research establishments and training institutes. Secondly, the

Special Fund is confined by the General Assembly1s resolution to relatively

, large projects, the cost of which, as appears in practice, should not be

less than $250,000 each. However, the United Nations and other agencies are

closely associated with the Special Fund, particularly in the first stage,

that of "pre-pre-investment" of the projects where the United Nations and

'" the specialized agencies have been instrumental In bringing about certain

11 condiiions required for a request' to the Special Fund to become eligible

under the Special Fund criteria and, in a subsequent stage, where advice

°; and assistance were given to governments in the planning and formulation of

' requests to the Special Fund. Once the requests are approved, the United

'"" Nations'"ani'the specialized agencies may help governments with the prepara-

' tion""and finalization of their plans of operation. A number of examples

given in previous paragraphs show the services rendered by the United Nations

experts and Headquarters and ECA: staff in this respect to many countries

during 1961-1962. ,

23, Among the Special Fund projects thus prepared in 1962, the following

have reached their final stage for which requests have been or are being

submitted to the Special Fund. The survey of the water resources of "the

Niari valley in the Congo (Brazzaville) is a three year project to the

! 'value of $631,700, not including the Government counterpart contribution

amounting to $147,000. The project will comprise surveys and inventory of
■ . . ;.!.r.J* X >..■'&•• i*.'- i' -j- ' ■• '.'-ii

surface and underground water in the TTiari valley, examination of soil

characteristics and determination of the water requirements of the main

crops in the valley on the basis of the available ciimatological data. The

request was approved by the Special Fund in May 1962 an<Twill enter into

' operation as soon as the plan of operation is approved. The cost of a

proposed survey of iron ore transport in Gabon is evaluated at $2,284*700.

* The project will include two parallel series of studies and surveys, namely

(a) to select an alignment for the railway connecting the Mekarabo iron ore
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deposits with the sea coast and to study;' its construction and operating cost

with a view to determining the economic exploitability of:the deposits and

(b) to evaluate the effect of their exploitation on the overall* economy of

Gabon including the possible development of other resources (e*g. "forestry)

made possible by the opening of: the railway. The project will last 18 months

to two years. The request was submitted to the Special Fund in August 1962.

24. The Government of Senegal submitted in July 1962 a request for a mineral

survey. The purpose "of the project is to study the geology of areas in eastern

Senegal which the studies (including aerial, geological and geophysical sur

veys made with the help of French bilateral aid) so far carried out or in

progress show certain anomalies and provide specific information on the

existence of zones which are interesting because of their stratigraphy and

signs of mineral occurrences. The cost of this project is"estimated at

$840,000. A request was submitted by the" Government of Sudan in July"1962

for Special Fund assistance in food processing and training demonstration.

The project is aimed at developing food processing and packing centres,

quality standardization and the training of personnel in processing techniques,

new methods of packing and preservation. The cost of the project is estimated

at $583,500.

25. In September 1962, the Government of' Tanganyika submitted a request for

a survey of the Euvu and Rufiji river basins. Its objectives will be to

oarry out a pre-investment survey of the feasibility and economic prospects

of the projects already considered possibles to assess their relative priori-

ties' an(i t0 ini"fcia'te two small pilot irrigation schemes. The project will

include, in addition to economic, sociological and agricultural studies,

contour mapping, topographic surveys, hydrological observations to supple

ment existing data, and engineering and geological studies to assess water

requirements and to determine the feasibility of water control works and

consideration of multi-purpose aspects. The cost is estimated'at $933,100.

As mentioned above, the request "of the Government of Togo for a groundwater

and mineral resources survey was approved and put into operation in 1962.

The project, valued at $1,178,000, is to assess the extent and the economic

potential of mineral deposits or occurrences known to exist5 to locate
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potable groundwater as an immediate necessity for population centres, water

points for cattle in grazing areas and on cattle trails, and pumping stations

for the irrigation of subsistence crops? and to develop and strengthen Govern

ment services in charge of mineral and groundwater development.

26. Among the other Special Fund projects approved in 1962 are land and

water surveys in the upper and northern regions of Ghana, iron ore survey

in Somalia, electric power survey and land and water use and resources survey

in the Jehel Marra area in the Sudan, research and training on irrigation

with saline water in Tunisia, training of engineers for East Africa, Kampala

Technical Institute in Uganda, and survey of the irrigation potential of the

lower Tana River basin in Kenya.




